NLC New Initiatives Workgroup Message Map

Three goals:

1. Act as the nominating Committee of the NLC for:
   - NLC Officers
   - Grassroot Trustees
   - Embrace a Stream Committee

2. National Conservation Agenda Review

3. Critical Focus Area Review

Workgroup Initiatives

- Generation of Grassroot Trustee nomination package
- Facilitation of GT interview process
- Submission of slate of GT candidates to the NLC
- Facilitate NLC Vote for EAS Committee Candidates
- Effectiveness analysis of National Conservation Agenda (metrics)

What can I do?

Become informed!

Volunteer to participate in the nominations processes. We need one or two interviewers, but also need a robust committee to review candidates and provide feedback for a slate of candidates to be submitted to the NLC at large. Contact the committee chair for more information or to volunteer.

Participate in scheduled calls and provide your input when we review the National Conservation Agenda and the associated Critical Focus Areas. We really want to ensure we can measure our success in this area.

WHY are we doing this?

A well-managed, inclusive and transparent process for the nomination of key volunteer positions is crucial to the credibility, effectiveness and sustainability of the TU mission.

The National Conservation Agenda is the key guiding document in the implementation of TU's mission. Regular review, measurement of effectiveness and updates keep the mission

How does the New Initiatives Workgroup function?

The workgroup is organized as a volunteer led group under TU's NLC and supported by TU staff and Trustees

You do not need to be an NLC member to participate

The Workgroup meets on an as-needed basis via conference call, and the Annual Meeting

Facebook: Trout Unlimited
Instagram: @TroutUnlimited
Twitter: @TroutUnlimited

NLC Workgroup Contact Info
Chair: Mark Dillow
newinitiatives@tu.org